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With current clinical techniques, it is difficult to assess a patient’s neurodegenerative disease (e.g., Alzheimer’s) state
accurately and frequently. The most widely used tests are qualitative or only performed intermittently, motivating the need
for quantitative, accurate, and unobtrusive metrics to track disease progression. Clinical studies have shown that saccade
latency (an eye movement measure of reaction time) and error rate (the proportion of eye movements in the wrong direction)
may be significantly affected by neurocognitive diseases. Nevertheless, how these features change over time as a disease
progresses is underdeveloped due to the constrained recording setup.

In this work, our goal is to first understand how these features change over time in healthy individuals. To do so, we used a
mobile app to frequently and accurately measure these features outside of the clinical environment from 80 healthy participants.
We analyzed their longitudinal characteristics and designed an individualized longitudinal model using a Gaussian process.
With a system that can measure eye-movement features on a much finer timescale in a broader population, we acquired a
better understanding of eye-movement features from healthy individuals and provided research directions in understanding
whether eye-movement features can be used to track neurocognitive states.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The ability to objectively, accurately, and frequently track neurocognitive state is important. For example, drowsy
driving contributes to 9.5% of all crashes [37]. An objective assessment of neurocognitive state may help reduce
the rate of accidents. Neurocognitive states also degrade over the progression of neurodegnerative diseases.
Since it is believed that treatments are more effective in early disease stages [16, 41], with the increase in life
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expectancy and the lack of disease-modifying medications for many diseases (e.g., Alzheimer’s disease), tracking
neurocognitive states becomes a pressing need.

However, current clinical assessment of neurocognitive states requires trained specialists, is mostly qualitative,
and is commonly done only intermittently [18, 31]. Therefore, these assessments are affected by an individual
physician’s acumen and by confounding factors such as a patient’s level of attention [34]. Quantitative, objective,
and more frequent measurements are needed to mitigate the influence of these factors. On the other hand, blood,
cerebrospinal fluid sampling, and brain imaging techniques are obtrusive; we need more accessible methods to
detect early disease stages.

A promising candidate for a quantitative and accessible neurocognitive-state monitor is pro/anti-saccadic eye
movement [26], a fast eye movement moving towards or away from a stimulus. Saccadic features are observed to
be significantly different between healthy individuals and patients with neurodegenerative diseases [1, 47]. In
addition, it is studied that several brain regions that are crucial in generating pro/anti-saccades (such as frontal
cortex and basal ganglia) may be affected by neurodegenerative diseases [19, 26, 33].
However, since these pro/anti-saccade features are commonly measured clinically with high-speed, IR-

illuminated cameras and under controlled conditions (chinrest, lighting), the accessibility is limited. With only
one or two data-collection sessions, the results are often pooled across participants. While we see on average there
are differences in eye-movement features between normal elderly participants and neurodegenerative-disease
patients, there are often significant overlaps between the ranges of these measurements, which highlights the
importance of individualized tracking of eye-movement features. Nevertheless, the constraints on the recording
environments also limit the number of longitudinal studies. While some studies showed promising results that
saccadic features may change over disease progression [2, 42], the measurements of these studies were usually
too sparse (less than or equal to twice per year) to detect neurodegenerative disease onset or efficiently evaluate
treatment effects.
An alternative to this approach could be afforded by performing eye-movement tracking and analysis at the

convenience of the patient on mobile devices with user-facing cameras. In fact, the use of such “digital biomarkers”
has recently attracted significant attention in neurology [4, 11, 12, 24, 34] (where biomarkers refer to biological
signs for a disease or a condition). In a recent work [22, 23], an instructive and easy-to-use iOS app was developed
to allow a user to record themselves in their own homes and offices while they are performing a pro-saccade or
an anti-saccade task with an iPad. In addition, a robust and automated measurement pipeline was proposed to
measure two of the most widely measured saccadic features in the clinical literature from the recordings: saccade
latency (time difference between a stimulus presentation and the initiation of the corresponding eye movement)
and error rate (the proportion of eye movements towards the wrong direction) [9, 14, 32, 46]. Using the app and
measurement pipeline in [22, 23], we have collected over 6,800 videos and over 235,000 individual eye movements
from 80 self-reported healthy participants across the adult age spectrum.
Our goal in this paper is to study how pro/anti-saccade latency/error rate change over time in healthy

individuals. In particular, we want to answer the following questions: a) How large are the day-to-day variations?
b) How do these features change over time and how are these features correlated? c) Is there any trend in these
features? By knowing the characteristics of eye-movement features in healthy individuals, we can put into context
how neurocognitive impairment may affect these eye-movement features. In addition, if we can characterize
these features in a statistical model, we may be able to extend the model for disease progression modeling.
Different from previous works on eye-movement features where analyses were often based on data pooled
across participants from one or two recording sessions, we study individualized longitudinal characteristics. The
contributions are as follows: a) We observe that there is significant inter-subject variability in the day-to-day
variations in these eye-movement features. b) When considering the median pro/anti-saccade latency and error
rate per day, we observe that some participants present significant linear correlations across these eye-movement
features that may be related to their task-performing strategies. c) We show that when we have more than 25
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days of recordings, our individualized longitudinal model outperforms the baseline where we assume the features
in healthy individuals are fixed over time. By characterizing these longitudinal eye-movement features from
healthy individuals, our study provides future directions on evaluating the possibility to use these features to
track neurocognitive states objectively, accurately, and frequently.

2 RELATED WORK
Multiple directions of work are related to our research. First, several studies were conducted to understand how
clinical biomarkers may be affected by neurodegenerative-disease progression. However, since these biomarkers
rely on cognitive tests, neuroimaging techniques, and cerebrospinal fluid analysis, the assessments may not be
sufficiently quantitative, objective, or frequent to identify early or even prodromal stages. Digital biomarkers such
as gaits, finger tapping, and saccadic movements are promising unobtrusive measurements to help detect disease
onsets. While mobile-device-based monitors have been proposed to measure gaits and finger tapping, mobile-
device-based saccade measurements were still underdeveloped. Since currently most saccade measurements rely
on clinical environments, longitudinal studies on saccade measurements were also underdeveloped. Therefore,
to the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to enable saccade measurements using mobile devices and
is the first to have characterized how these measurements change over days in healthy individuals. (While we
focus on ocular biomarkers, eventually it may be best to include multiple modalities for monitoring disease
progression as explained in [38].) Finally, since our ultimate goal is to potentially track the neurocognitive states
using eye-movement features, we gave a concise review on existing disease-progression models (including models
developed for other diseases).

2.1 Clinical Biomarkers of Neurodegenerative Diseases
One of the most studied open dataset for the clinical biomarkers of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the Alzheimer’s
Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) [50]. The study has started in 2004 and has collected a relatively
comprehensive set of biomarkers. The Coalition Against Major Diseases (CAMD) provided another online dataset
for AD [35]. Large-scale cohort studies are also being developed for other diseases including Parkinson’s diseases
(PD) [25] and Huntington’s diseases (HD) [39, 48]. Most of these studies focused on measurements instrumented
by physicians. Therefore, the measurements were usually sparse in time.

2.2 Digital Biomarkers of Neurodegenerative Diseases
To enable frequent and quantitative measurements of neurodegenerative diseases, several mobile-device monitors
have been proposed to measure digital biomarkers, including mobile-device monitors for AD [20, 40], gait-based
monitors for PD[10, 54], apps for self-reported PD symptoms [27], or apps that incorporated multiple modes
such as tapping, voice, and walking [6]. The main focus of most of these studies is to detect a disease rather than
to track the progression of cognitive states.

2.3 Eye-Movement Features in Clinical Literature
Eye-movement features are another promising digital biomarker. Saccadic eye movements, for example, require
attention to the environment as well as appropriate decision-making and execution of oculomotor responses
once a stimulus is registered. This stimulus-response paradigm probes cognitive and oculomotor function, both
of which can be impaired in neurocognitive diseases [1]. In addition, in clinical studies, several saccadic features
are observed to be significantly different between healthy individuals and patients [28].
Eye-movement features were also studied in healthy individuals to evaluate the reliability of these features

both in the context of test/retest reliability and their correlations with cognitive load. Recently, a large-scale
study on young healthy adults showed that eye-movement features can be a robust signature [3], which suggests
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that monitoring these features over time may help detect changes in the health of an individual. Evidence of
eye-movement features as potential cognitive-state markers can also be found in studies that tested the effect of
fatigue [29] and cognitive demands [30].
While all of these studies suggest that eye-movement features are promising features for monitoring disease

progression, there are two main differences between their results and our work. First, these studies were mostly
conducted in one or two recording sessions. In addition, the results were often pooled across participants.
As discussed in [3], eye-movement features are promising signatures for each individual. It is thus important
to understand how these features change over time in each individual. By understanding the longitudinal
characteristics in healthy individuals, when we start collecting longitudinal eye-movement data from patients,
we may better discover patterns associated with disease progression.

2.4 Disease Progression Modeling
There are several approaches to disease progression modeling – a graphical model [52], a Gaussian process (GP)
model [8, 13, 44, 45], and an recurrent neural network [51]. We use GP to develop individualized longitudinal
models for the eye-movement features we collected from healthy participants for three reasons. First, it can
capture the correlation over time and the correlation across the features. Second, GP is a nonparametric model and
its complexity can be adapted to the complexity of the training data. That is, compared to a linear model which can
only characterize a linear function, GP can characterize an infinite dimensional function. Thus, it is more flexible
than any model consisting of a finite number of basis functions. Third, because any finite samples from GP form
a Gaussian distribution, the computation for learning and inference is relatively simple (when compared to other
nonparametric models). Therefore, a GPmodel provides interpretability, flexibility, and computability. An in-depth
overview of GP models can be found in [7]. Our models are special cases of a multi-task GP model [5], which is
known as linear models of coregionalization (LMC) in the geostatistics literature [15]. With the amount of data we
have collected, we develop a model similar to that in [36]. However, we carefully designed the hyperparameters
and whether they should be individualized or shared across the participants based on the characteristics of the
eye-movement features. This design allowed us to enable individualized tracking of saccade latency and error
rates from healthy individuals.

3 MATERIALS
In this section, we summarize the recruitment efforts, the recording setup, the task design, the measurement
pipeline, and the data collection summary. The procedures follow [22] where details can be found.

3.1 Recruitment
A person can participate in one or multiple recording sessions. Each recording session consists of three pro-
saccade tasks and three anti-saccade tasks. (Six recordings in total.) If a participant chooses one recording session,
each task will consists of 40 stimuli. If a participant chooses to take part in multiple recordings sessions, the
participant will be asked to take the recordings everyday for at least two weeks while they can choose 20 stimuli
per task. Fig. 1 shows the number of participants in one or multiple recording sessions. In total, there are 80
self-reported healthy adult participants, ranging in age from 20 to 92 years, in this study. Video recording of
volunteers was approved by MIT’s Committee on the Use of Humans as Experimental Subjects (protocol #
1711147147), and informed consent was obtained from each participant before recording. Most participants were
students, professors, staffs from MIT, and their family members.
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Fig. 1. Age distribution of participants with single or multiple recording sessions.

3.2 Recording Setup
In [22], an iOS app is designed to guide a participant to use an iPad (Generation 2 and 3) to record themselves
with sufficient lighting and with appropriate distance to the camera in the comfort of their homes or offices.
The app first asks the participant to enter their Participant ID. It then asks the participant to choose whether
they would perform a pro- or anti-saccade task with 20 or 40 stimuli. As shown in Fig. 2, the app then displays
the participant and a rectangle on the screen and instructs the participant to align their face with the rectangle.
This is to ensure that the participant is within a desirable distance (30-50 cm) to the camera. If the iPad can
measure distance, the rectangle will be green if the participant is within the proper range of distance and red if
otherwise. In addition, to ensure proper lighting, the participant will be asked to move to a brighter location if
the automatically detected ISO is greater than 1000. When the participant is ready, they can start the recording.
The participant will then be recorded by the frontal camera while performing the task shown on the screen. After
the task, the recording and a meta file will be saved for measurements of saccade latency and error rates. Details
can be found in [22].

3.3 Task Design
We implemented a gap-pro-saccade and a gap-anti-saccade task as in [9, 14, 43]. As shown in Fig. 3, both tasks
start with a fixation period. During the fixation period (1 s), a participant is instructed to look at the fixation point
(a green square at the top center of the screen). Followed by the fixation period is a 200-ms gap period, where the
screen is black. After the gap period is a 1.2-s stimulus period. A stimulus (white square) would appear on either
left or right side of the screen. A participant is instructed to look towards/away from the stimulus as quickly
and accurately as possible in a pro/anti-saccade task. After that is another 200-ms gap period. This sequence of
“fixation-gap-stimulus-gap” will repeat for 20 or 40 times, with half of these stimuli on the right and half on the
left in randomized order.
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(a) (b)

iPad 
Stand

~40 cm

iPad 
(60 fps)

Fig. 2. (a) Recording setup; (b) before showing the task, the app displays the face of the participant with a bounding box. If
the distance measurement from the camera to the participant’s face is accessible (i.e. between 30 and 50 cm), the box will
turn green. If the automatically detected ISO is greater than 1000, a warning will be shown to guide the participant to move
to a better-illuminated place.

Fixation FixationGap = 200 ms Gap = 200 msStimulus

Fixation FixationGap = 200 ms Gap = 200 msStimulus

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) Pro-saccade task: Look toward the stimulus. (b) Anti-saccade task: Look away from the stimulus.

3.4 Measurement Pipeline
Our measurement pipeline is shown in Fig. 4. The pipeline first uses an eye-tracking algorithm [21, 23] to estimate
where a participant is looking at on the screen from 200 ms before to 800 ms after each stimulus presentation and
generate a saccade trace per stimulus. As discussed in [22], then the pipeline automatically characterizes each
trace into “Declared a Low Signal (dLS)”, “Declared an Error (dE)”, and “Declared a Correct Saccade (dC)” using
the algorithm described in [22]. The dLS traces typically consist of eye movements that are visually hard to tell
whether they are correct saccades or directional errors, for example, due to eyelid droops. Therefore, as explained
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Fig. 4. The measurement pipeline includes the tablet-based video recording, an eye tracking algorithm, a saccade-latency
measurement algorithm, and an error detection algorithm.

Declared a Correct 
Saccade (dC)

Declared a Low Signal (dLS): 1%
(±4%)

Declared an Error (dE): 16%
(±15%)

NRMSE < 0.1 : 80%
(±18%)(Good Saccade)

NRMSE ≥ 0.1 : 3%
(±5%)(Bad Saccade)

A Video of Eye 
Movements

Declared a Non 
Low Signal (dNLS)

Fig. 5. Breakdown of saccades into declared low signal (dLS) and declared non low signal (dNLS). Breakdown of dNLS into
declared error saccades (dE) and declared correct saccades (dC). Breakdown of dC into good saccades and bad saccades.

in [22], we then estimate the directional error rate as #dE/(#traces-#dLS). The pipeline further automatically
characterizes each dC into a good or a bad saccade. A bad saccade refers to an eye movement where the algorithm
considers it as a correct saccade but cannot accurately measure its saccade latency, e.g., due to the existence of a
head movement. Therefore, bad saccades are excluded from the analysis of saccade latency.

3.5 Data Collection Summary
With a flexible system, we have collected 6,823 videos and 236,900 eye movements from 80 participants across
the adult age spectrum. We observe that in videos with a substantial number of dLSs, participants’ eyes were
often partially occluded due to eyelid droop. Videos with a large number of bad saccades tend to contain more
head movements. As a result, the number of dLSs and bad saccades indicates whether a participant recorded
themselves properly. We therefore discard a video if more than half of the saccades are dLSs or bad saccades.
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Fig. 6. Distribution of the number of days of recordings from participants with multiple recording sessions.

After discarding the videos with too many dLSs and bad saccades, we retained 6,787 videos and 235,520 eye
movements from 80 participants. As shown in Fig. 1, there are 42 participants with multiple recording sessions.
In Fig. 6, we show the distribution of the number of days of recordings per participant with multiple recording
sessions.

4 EYE-MOVEMENT CHARACTERISTICS
The motivation of our work is to track individual eye-movement features over time and analyze how these features
correlate with the neurocognitive states. To achieve this goal, we need to first understand how eye-movement
features change over time in healthy individuals. In particular, in this section, we analyze the inter-subject
variability in the day-to-day variations of the features. Then we examine the characteristics of individual day-to-
day variations.

To analyze how eye-movement features vary over time, we group the measurements by days. For each day of
measurements, we calculate four eye-movement features – median pro-saccade latency, pro-saccade error rate,
median anti-saccade latency, and anti-saccade error rate. We use the median rather than the mean to reduce the
impact of outliers. The size of the day-to-day variations can be calculated by the standard deviation of these daily
eye-movement features. Fig. 7 shows the distribution of the standard deviations from participants with more
than five days of recordings. We notice significant inter-subject variability in the day-to-day variations, which
highlights the importance of individualized tracking of eye-movement features.

Since we assume that these day-to-day variations are not caused by disease progression, they may be introduced
by measurement errors, changes in the task-performing strategies, and fatigue effects. As discussed in [53],
measurement errors can be classified into random errors and systematic errors. Since random errors affect the
measurements of each saccade randomly, they only contribute to the variations within a day. On the contrary,
systematic errors bias all measurements in a recording session. Thus, these errors contribute to the day-to-day
variations. These systematic errors can, for example, be caused by the differences in the recording setup.
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Fig. 7. The histogram of the standard deviation of four daily eye-movement features – pro/anti-saccade latency/error rate
from participants with more than five days of recordings.

To analyze the size of the random errors, we use bootstrapping to estimate the variations within a day. Fig. 8
shows the four eye-movement features over days from two example participants with the 95% confidence interval
estimated by bootstrapping. We see that the variations across days are larger than the variations within a day.
Therefore, we know that random errors cannot fully explain the day-to-day variations. On the other hand, we
explained in [22] how we minimize the variations in a recording setup (e.g., the distance to the camera and the
lighting condition) by providing guidance in the app. This design should reduce systematic errors.
Besides systematic errors, the day-to-day variations can also be caused by a participant’s task-performing

strategy. This effect can be illustrated by Participant 4 in Fig. 8. We observe that the trajectories of pro/anti-saccade
latency are similar. The trajectories of pro/anti-saccade error rate are also similar. However, the changes in the
trajectories of latency and error rate are opposite to each other. For example, we notice that latencies measured
around Day 35 are larger whereas error rates measured around Day 35 are smaller. We hypothesize that the
participant was trading off between accuracy and speed when performing the tasks. That is, by moving their
eyes faster, a participant can attain a lower latency and a higher error rate, and vice versa.
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Anti-saccade Latency
Pro-saccade Latency

Anti-saccade Latency
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Pro-saccade Error Rate

Fig. 8. Median saccade latency and error rate over days from two participants. The error bars indicate 95% confidence
intervals. Here the index numbers for the participants follow the experiment result shown in Figure 11 where Participant 4
and 5 are the participants with the fourth and fifth most data in the experiment.

However, not every participant has a clear strategy. As shown in Fig. 8, Participant 5’s strategy is not as clear
as Participant 4’s. A strategy naturally introduces correlation across features. Fig. 9 shows the Pearson correlation
coefficients across the eye-movement features from five example participants. Here, Participant 1 and 4 present a
trade-off between latency and error rate. The strategies in Participant 2, 3 are slightly different from the latency
and error rate trade-off. It is not clear what Participant 5’s strategy is. To design an individualized longitudinal
model, we need to design individualized parameters to learn the correlations across eye-movement features to
account for these differences.
Besides the differences in each participant’s correlation across features, how these features correlate over

time is also different among individuals. In Fig. 8, we observe that Participant 4’s eye-movement features clearly
correlate over time. Task-performing strategies and tiredness may be the cause of this correlation. By contrast,
the anti-saccade error rate in Participant 5 in Fig. 8 changes over time more abruptly. The individualized model
we develop should be able to learn these various characteristics.
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0: Pro-saccade Latency
1: Pro-saccade Error Rate
2: Anti-saccade Latency
3: Anti-saccade Error Rate

Participant 1 Participant 2 Participant 3

Participant 4 Participant 5

Fig. 9. The Pearson correlation across the four eye-movement features from five example participants. Stars mark the
significance.

5 LONGITUDINAL MODELS
In this section, we propose three candidate GP models to characterize longitudinal eye-movement features from
healthy individuals and test their performances on the data we collected. Since there is no neurocognitive state
for us to predict, the performance metric is the ability to “characterize” normal eye-movement features so that
once data are collected from patients, one may identify the effect of disease progression.

5.1 Data Preprocessing and Notations
As in Section 4, we group the measurements by day. We calculate the median pro/anti-saccacde latency and
pro/anti-saccade error rate per day. Since the day-to-day variations vary across participants, we normalize each
participant’s data by the mean and variance before fitting the data to the model. There are several implications
from this preprocessing step. To begin with, with the variations normalized, the model is designed to learn the
shape of the longitudinal data instead of the size of the day-to-day variations. Moreover, since the size of the
day-to-day variations is the same across participants after the normalization, we can share some hyperparameters
of the model across the participants to avoid over-fitting. However, if the size of the day-to-day variations are
indications of difference neurocognitive states, we may need to modify the model.
Before introducing the candidate models, we first define the notations. We consider eye movement features

𝑦𝑝 = {𝑦𝑝𝑖 }4𝑖=1 where 𝑦𝑝𝑖 = {𝑦𝑝𝑖𝑛}
𝑁𝑝

𝑛=1, 𝑝 denotes the 𝑝-th participant, 𝑖 denotes the 𝑖-th feature, 𝑛 denotes the 𝑛-th
day of measurements, and 𝑁𝑝 denotes the number of days of measurements from the 𝑝-th participant. We denote
the corresponding day of measurements as 𝑡𝑝 = {𝑡𝑝𝑛}

𝑁𝑝

𝑛=1. Notice that we can still use GP to do inference if there
is any missing measurements. Such condition may happen when 1) a participant decides to only take pro-saccade
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tasks or anti-saccade tasks in a day 2) the recordings are discarded because more than half of the saccades are
dLSs.

5.2 Model Setup
With the notations, we can present our candidate models. In addition, we provide some remarks about the
strengths and the weaknesses of these models.

5.2.1 Baseline Model.

𝑝 (𝑦𝑝 |𝑔𝑝 ) =
4∏

𝑖=1

𝑁∏
𝑛=1

𝑁 (𝑦𝑝𝑖𝑛 ; `𝑝𝑖 , 𝜎2𝑖 ), (1)

where `𝑝𝑖 is the mean of the i-th feature from the p-th participant.
Remark: The baseline model assumes the day-to-day variations can be modeled as random noise. Therefore,

the correlation over time and the correlation across the eye-movement features are assumed to be zero.

5.2.2 Multi-task Model.

𝑝 (𝑦𝑝 |𝑔𝑝 ) =
4∏

𝑖=1

𝑁∏
𝑛=1

𝑁 (𝑦𝑝𝑖𝑛 ;𝑤𝑝𝑖𝑔𝑝 (𝑡𝑛), 𝜎2𝑖 ), (2)

where
𝑔𝑝 ∼ 𝐺𝑃 (0, 𝐾𝑔 (𝑡, 𝑡 ′)), (3)

and 𝐾𝑔 (𝑡, 𝑡 ′) = (𝑎𝑔)2 exp{− |𝑡−𝑡 ′ |
𝑙𝑔

}.
Remark: This model is a simplification of the multi-task model [5]. There are two reasons why we choose a

simplified form. The first reason is interpretability. Motivated by Participant 4 in Fig. 8, we assume that there
is an underlying process 𝑔𝑝 (𝑡𝑛) shared across the four eye-movement features, and that the scale 𝑤𝑝𝑖 of this
underlying process on each feature is associated with each participant’s task-performing strategy. For example,
for Participant 4, the sign of 𝑤𝑝𝑖 for the pro-saccade latency will be the same as the sign for the anti-saccade
latency but opposite to the sign for the error rates. The second reason is to avoid overfitting. With the number of
data we have per participant, learning four individualized parameters per participant is a reasonable choice. For
the day-to-day variations that cannot be explained by a shared process, this model assumes that they are caused
by random noise (𝜎2𝑖 ).

In contrast to𝑤𝑝𝑖 that is learned per participant per feature, the hyperparameters 𝜎2𝑖 , 𝑎
𝑔 and 𝑙𝑔 are shared across

participants. (Notice that the 𝑔 here is used as a notation rather than a power.) We notice that if for participant 𝑝 ,
the effect size of the shared process on feature 𝑖 is smaller than another participant, i.e., |𝑤𝑝𝑖 | < |𝑤𝑝𝑖′ |, then since
𝑎𝑔 is shared across participants, |𝑤𝑝𝑖𝑔𝑝 (𝑡) | will also be smaller. However, since the random noise 𝜎𝑖 is shared
across participants, it cannot become larger to compensate for a smaller |𝑤𝑝𝑖𝑔𝑝 (𝑡) |. Therefore, this model may
suffer if the effect size of the shared process on the features is not uniform across participants.

5.2.3 Feature-specific Model.

𝑝 (𝑦𝑝 |ℎ𝑝 ) =
4∏

𝑖=1

𝑁∏
𝑛=1

𝑁 (𝑦𝑝𝑖𝑛 ;ℎ𝑝𝑖 (𝑡𝑛), 𝜎2𝑖 ), (4)

where
ℎ𝑝𝑖 ∼ 𝐺𝑃 (0, 𝐾ℎ

𝑖 (𝑡, 𝑡 ′)), (5)

and 𝐾ℎ
𝑖 (𝑡, 𝑡 ′) = (𝑎ℎ𝑖 )2 exp{−

|𝑡−𝑡 ′ |
𝑙ℎ
𝑖

}.
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Remark: This model assumes that all features are independent. This assumption contradicts with the observa-
tion in Fig. 8. While one may still use this model to predict the values of missing eye-movement features, this
model cannot learn the correlation across the features and thus cannot learn individualized strategies.

5.2.4 Mixed Model. Motivated by the limitations in the presented multi-task model and the feature-specific
model, we designed a mixed model as follows:

𝑝 (𝑦𝑝 |𝑔𝑝 ) =
4∏

𝑖=1

𝑁∏
𝑛=1

𝑁 (𝑦𝑝𝑖𝑛 ;𝑤𝑝𝑖𝑔𝑝 (𝑡𝑛) + ℎ𝑝𝑖 (𝑡𝑛), 𝜎2𝑖 ), (6)

where
𝑔𝑝 ∼ 𝐺𝑃 (0, 𝐾𝑔 (𝑡, 𝑡 ′)),
ℎ𝑝𝑖 ∼ 𝐺𝑃 (0, 𝐾ℎ

𝑝𝑖 (𝑡, 𝑡 ′)),

𝐾𝑔 (𝑡, 𝑡 ′) = exp{− |𝑡 − 𝑡 ′ |
𝑙𝑔

},

𝐾ℎ
𝑝𝑖 (𝑡, 𝑡 ′) = 𝑎2𝑖 (1 − �̃�2

𝑝𝑖 ) exp{−
|𝑡 − 𝑡 ′ |
𝑙ℎ
𝑖

},

(7)

and

𝑤𝑝𝑖 = 𝑎𝑖�̃�𝑝𝑖 , �̃�𝑝𝑖 ∈ (−1, 1). (8)

Remark: As noted in the remark in the multi-task model, the multi-task model assumes that except the shared
process, the day-to-day variations are caused by random noise. In addition, the multi-task model assumes that the
effect size of the shared process is uniform across participants. These assumptions contradict with the intuition
shown in Fig. 8, where the data from Participant 4 can be explained by a shared process but not the data from
Participant 5. Thus, in this model, we include a feature-specific GP. We notice that if a participant’s |�̃�𝑝𝑖 | is small,
then the term |𝑤𝑝𝑖𝑔𝑝 (𝑡) | will be small. However, with a smaller |�̃�𝑝𝑖 |, the covariance function of the ℎ𝑝𝑖 (𝑡) will
be larger. As a result, |ℎ𝑝𝑖 (𝑡) | can be larger. That is, |�̃�𝑝𝑖 | not only controls how the four features are correlated,
it also controls the effect size of the shared process.

5.3 Model Learning
The hyperparameters include {𝑤𝑝𝑖 , �̃�𝑝𝑖 , 𝑎

𝑔, 𝑎ℎ𝑖 , 𝑎𝑖 , 𝑙
𝑔, 𝑙ℎ𝑖 , 𝜎𝑖 }. As in [7], these hyperparameters are learned by

maximizing the likelihood functions. The maximization is performed using gradient descent with momentum
(learning rate= 0.001 and momentum= 0.9). In particular, the signal variances and noise variances are both
initialized to be one. Theweights are initialized by themain principal component of the estimated linear correlation
matrix using the training data. The length scales are initialized as twenty. All the hyperparameters are then
re-parameterized to range from minus infinity to infinity before we perform the gradient descent. The length
scales are the only hyperparameters where we set a lower bound in the learning process, and we set it to be two.
We do so to ensure some correlation across the time and avoid overfitting.

While all the other initial values make sense, the initial values of the length scales can seem arbitrary. Our
simulation result shows that most length scales converge to around five days. The only exceptions are the length
scales for the pro-saccade latency error rate in the feature-specific model and the mixed model and the length
scale for the shared process in the mixed model; these length scales converge to the lower bound. Since we do
not have sufficient participants, we do not draw special attention to this result. However, we imagine that it is
worth looking into in the future.
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5.4 Model Evaluations
To evaluate the candidate models, we use two performance metrics – normalized L2 error and normalized
log-likelihood. Let (𝑡∗, 𝑦∗) be the testing data and say the algorithm predicts the values at 𝑡∗ to be distributed
as 𝑁 (`∗, Σ∗). The normalized L2 error is defined as ∥𝑦∗−`∗ ∥2

∥𝑦∗ ∥2 . Notice that since we remove the mean before
fitting the data, for the baseline model, we have `∗ = 0. Therefore, the normalized L2 error for the baseline
model is one. However, the normalized L2 error does not quantify the uncertainty estimate Σ∗. To incorporate
the uncertainty estimate, we can define the normalized log-likelihood as the log-likelihood normalized by the
number of non-missing entry in 𝑦∗. A model performs well when the normalized L2 is small and the normalized
log-likelihood is large.

Since we are assuming that there is no neurodegenerative-disease progression, our goal is to characterize the
eye-movement features rather than predict the disease states. In other words, we are trying to test whether the
characteristics we see in Section 4 are learned by the models as well. To do so, we first evaluate the performance
of these models over different numbers of days of recordings. After we understand how many days of recordings
is sufficient to characterize a participant’s eye-movement features, we next evaluate how well the candidate
models characterize the correlation across the features from participants with sufficiently many data. Finally, we
evaluate whether a linear trend should be included in the model to account for learning effects.

5.4.1 Number of Days of Recordings. In order to understand how many days of recordings is needed, we analyze
participants with more than 60 days of recordings. As shown in Fig. 6, there are six participants with more
than 60 days of recordings. However, we only analyze data from five participants and remove one participant
because the participant’s pro-saccade latency is larger than the anti-saccade latency; we are uncertain whether
the participant understood the task. To test the performance of the models with 𝑁 = 15, 25, 35, 45, 60 days of
recordings, we keep the first N days of recordings and perform 3-fold cross validation with days of recordings
missing at random. For each fold, we average over the participants and acquire one normalized L2 value and
one normalized log-likelihood value. In Fig. 10, we average over the three folds, and the error bars mark the
maximum and the minimum values from the three folds.

Several observations can be made. First, we notice that GP-based models outperform the baseline when there
are more than 25 days of recordings regarding both normalized L2 and log-likelihood. Since the baseline model
does not assume correlation over time, this observation suggests that it is beneficial to consider correlation
over time. That is, we can characterize eye-movement features from healthy individuals better than assuming
that healthy individuals have fixed eye-movement features over time. In addition, with more than 25 days of
recordings, a mixed model performs the best, followed in order by the feature-specific model, the multi-task
model, and the baseline. Without assuming the correlation across the features, the feature-specific model can
still predict a missing data point using its neighboring data. However, the mixed model still outperforms the
feature-specific model since the correlation across the features can help the prediction and reduce the uncertainty
in the prediction. As explained in the remark in Section 5.2, the multi-task model assumes that besides the shared
process across all four features, all the other day-to-day variations are caused by noise. As a result, it cannot
utilize the correlation over time as flexibly as a feature-specific model. When there is no clear shared process
across all four features, it can only perform as well as the baseline model. Therefore, it generally performs worse
than the mixed model and the feature-specific model.

5.4.2 Correlation across Features. We notice that a GP model can use the correlation over time to predict the
missing data from the neighboring data. To evaluate how well a model characterizes the correlation across the
features, we remove a continuous segment of a feature instead of randomly removing data as in the previous
experiment. In this case, a GP model cannot use the neighboring data to predict the missing data but to use the
other features. More precisely, for each participant, we cut the data into three segments and remove the middle
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Fig. 10. The performance of the baseline and the three GP models with different number of days of recordings regarding (a)
normalized L2 and (b) normalized log-likelihood. The experiments were performed using 3-fold cross validation. The error
bars show the maximum and minimum values from the three folds.

segment of each of the four features, one at a time. Thus, there are two thirds of the recordings with four features
intact and one thirds of the recordings missing one feature. We test it on participants with more than 45 days of
recordings since in there would be 30 (>25) days of recordings with the four features for the models to learn the
correlation. We then average over the four features and show the performance of the models in Fig. 11.
We notice that regarding normalized L2, the performance of the feature-specific model is comparable to the

baseline in all five participants. This is to be expected since the model assumes all the features are independent.
As shown in Fig. 9, almost all the features from Participant 1 and Participant 4 are significantly correlated. As
a result, we see in Fig. 11 that the multi-task model and the mixed model perform better than the baseline in
Participant 1 and Participant 4. To observe it more closely, we show in Fig. 12 how the missing pro-saccade values
from Participant 4 are predicted by the three GP models. As shown in Fig. 8, it is clear that the missing data
can be predicted from the anti-saccade latency. Since the feature-specific model fits each model independently,
as shown in Fig. 12(b), it can only assume the pro-saccade latency increases gradually from Day 25 to Day 60.
On the contrary, with the assumption of a shared process, both the multi-task model and the mixed model can
predict the trend of the missing data using the anti-saccade latency. In addition, since the mixed model is more
flexible than the multi-task model regarding the effect size of the shared process, we see that the mixed model
performs better than the multi-task model.
As for normalized log-likelihood, we see that the mixed model generally performs the best. However, in

Participant 5, the baseline model performs the best. If we look at the correlations across Participant 5’s features
in Fig. 9, we notice that the features are not significantly correlated. As a result, a baseline model may be least
prone to over-fitting.
We further compare the learned correlation from the mixed model with the estimated correlation from the

data. (The learned correlation refers to the linear correlation implied by the mixed model.) As shown in Fig. 13,
the model can learn the signs of the correlation correctly if the correlation is significant. However, we also notice
that the learned correlations tend to be smaller in general when compared to the estimated correlations from the
data. It may be due to the fact that we simplify the modeling of the correlation across the features as a rank-one
matrix plus noise.
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Fig. 11. The performance of the baseline and the three GP models on participants with more than 45 days of data regarding
(a) normalized L2 and (b) normalized log-likelihood. Participants are ordered by their number of recordings in decreasing
order.
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Fig. 12. The performance of the three GP models on Participant 4 in Fig. 8 with missing pro-saccade latency values – (a) the
multi-task model, (b) the feature-specific model, and (c) the mixed model. The training data, the testing data, the predictions,
the learned shared processes, and the two-standard-deviation bounds are shown. In the multi-task model, the prediction is
the same as the learned shared process.

5.4.3 Linear Trend. In the mixed GP model, we assume the mean functions of ℎ𝑖 (𝑡) to be zero. In this section, we
test whether the model performs better if we instead assume the mean functions to be linear. That is, whether
there is a significant linear trend in the data (which can model learning effects). To do so, we modify the mixed
model as follows:

𝑝 (𝑦𝑝 |𝑔𝑝 ) =
4∏

𝑖=1

𝑁∏
𝑛=1

𝑁 (𝑦𝑝𝑖𝑛 ;𝑤𝑝𝑖𝑔𝑝 (𝑡𝑛) + ℎ𝑝𝑖 (𝑡𝑛), 𝜎2𝑖 ), (9)
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Fig. 13. The correlation estimated from the data versus the correlation learned by the mixed model.
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Fig. 14. The performance of the baseline, the mixed model, and the mixed model with a linear trend on participants with
more than 45 days of data regarding (a) normalized L2 and (b) normalized log-likelihood. Participants are ordered by their
number of recordings in decreasing order.

where
𝑔𝑝 ∼ 𝐺𝑃 (0, 𝐾𝑔 (𝑡, 𝑡 ′)),

ℎ𝑝𝑖 ∼ 𝐺𝑃 (Φ(𝑖 )
𝑖𝑛𝑑

(𝑡)𝑇𝑏𝑝𝑖 , 𝐾ℎ
𝑝𝑖 (𝑡, 𝑡 ′),

𝐾𝑔 (𝑡, 𝑡 ′) = exp{− |𝑡 − 𝑡 ′ |
𝑙𝑔

},

𝐾ℎ
𝑝𝑖 (𝑡, 𝑡 ′) = 𝑎2𝑖 (1 − �̃�2

𝑝𝑖 ) exp{−
|𝑡 − 𝑡 ′ |
𝑙ℎ
𝑖

},

𝑤𝑝𝑖 = 𝑎𝑖�̃�𝑝𝑖 , �̃�𝑝𝑖 ∈ (−1, 1),

(10)

and
𝑏𝑝𝑖 ∼ 𝑁 (0, 𝐵 (𝑖 ) ). (11)

Here, Φ𝑖𝑛𝑑 (𝑖) (𝑡) are the two bases (the slope and the intersection) for the linear functions and 𝑏𝑝𝑖 are the
corresponding coefficients. We assume that not all participants may present a linear trend. As a result, these
coefficients are learned for each individual 𝑝 and are drawn from a population distribution 𝑁 (0, 𝐵 (𝑖 ) ). We simplify
the setup by assuming that 𝐵 (𝑖 ) is diagonal. Therefore, there are two hyperparameters to learn for each 𝑖 . In total,
this model has eight more hyperparameters to learn than the mixed GP model.
To test whether a model with a linear trend helps, we test a 3-fold cross validation on randomly missing

days of recordings from participants with more than 45 days of data. As shown in Fig. 14, we observe that the
performances with and without a linear trend are almost identical. It’s likely that the performance with a linear
trend model is slightly worse the performance without a linear trend due to overfitting.

6 DISCUSSION
The motivation of this work is to evaluate whether eye-movement features can be used to track the progression
of neurocognitive states. Currently, there are few studies that track the longitudinal changes in saccade latency
among patients [2, 42], especially within the same cohort. Because the data in these studies were collected in
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clinical environments and the analyses usually involved manual removal of outliers, longitudinal measurements
are sparse (typically with an interval greater than six months). Therefore, current methods cannot assess disease
progression sufficiently frequently to detect disease onset or efficiently evaluate treatment effects.

With the system and the methods discussed in Section 3, we are able to collect significantly more saccades and
more sessions per participant than previously possible – 6787 recordings and 235520 eye movements from 80
participants, 45 of whom with multiple recording sessions. These sizable data allow us to study the day-to-day
variations in the eye-movement features and the correlation across the eye-movement features. Here, we show a
preliminary analysis of the characteristics of the eye-movement features from healthy participants. By doing so,
we can put into better context the changes seen in patients with a neurodegenerative disease and potentially use
these features to track the disease progression.

6.1 Day-to-day Variations
Fig. 7 shows that there is significant inter-subject variability in the day-to-day variations, which highlights the
importance of individualized tracking of eye-movement features. We further analyze the variations within a day
using bootstrapping and show that the variations within a day is smaller than the variations across the days.
This observation suggests that the source of the day-to-day variations cannot be solely explained by random
measurement noise.
One source of day-to-day variations is the change of a participant’s task-performing strategy. We observe

that participants may be testing different strategies throughout the course of the recordings. As shown in Fig. 8,
Participant 4 seems to trade off between speed and accuracy. Therefore, when the latency values decrease, the error
rates rise, and vice versa. This task-performing strategy introduces the correlation over time and the correlation
across eye-movement features. As shown in Fig. 9, Participant 1 and Participant 4 present significant correlations
across the eye-movement features whereas the correlations across the eye-movement features in Participant 5
are insignificant. This observation suggests that not all participants have similar strategies. Therefore, when we
design an individualized longitudinal model, we need to model individualized correlations over time and across
features.

6.2 Longitudinal Model
With a better understanding of how eye-movement features change over time in healthy individuals, we can
design individualized longitudinal models that can characterize the features in the hope that the models can
be extended for monitoring disease progression. GP models have been commonly used in disease progression
modeling [8, 13, 45]. In particular, we evaluate the performances of three GP models. While all these models are
special cases of a multi-task GP model, the mixed model particularly is designed based on the intuition we learn
about the individual task-performing strategies. We ensure that the mixed model can model the impact of the
strategy flexibly.

We compare the three GPmodels with a baselinemodel where we assume that the features in healthy individuals
are fixed and that the day-to-day variations are caused by random noise. We notice that when we have collected
more than 25 days of recordings, all three models outperform the baseline. It suggests that the eye-movement
features are correlated over time and that we can characterize the eye-movement features better than assuming
that they are fixed over time in healthy individuals. In addition, we evaluate the capabilities of the three GP
models in characterizing the correlation across the eye-movement features. We see that the mixed model performs
the best when the correlations across the eye-movement features are significant. Moreover, when we further
inspect the linear correlations learned by the mixed model, we notice that the signs of the linear correlations
can be learned correctly when they are significant. This result suggests that the mixed model learn individual
task-performing strategies.
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Last but not least, we test whether the performance can be improved by adding a linear trend in the mixed
model. We notice that the performance hardly changes after we assume a linear trend. We hypothesize that it is
because 1) the learning effect only lasts for a short period of time and may not be noticeable after 25 days of
recordings, and 2) the eye-movement features were not affected by disease progression.

6.3 Limitations and Future Directions
While we have taken 100x more recordings than most previous literature and analyzed longitudinal characteristics
in pro/anti-saccade latency and error rate, there are several limitations in our work. To begin with, the system
currently only measures saccade latency and error rate. Eye-movement features such as gaze amplitude and
velocity [1] may also be affected by disease progression. They are currently not measured because it is challenging
to measure saccade amplitude accurately using mobile devices, although with a recent work [49], these amplitude-
related features may be included. In addition, we need a diverse group of participants with more than 25 days
of data to fully understand the strengths and weaknesses of our longitudinal models. (Notice that with current
measurements of neurodegenerative diseases being relatively obtrusive, we may need to rely on the “self-reported
healthy” criterion to recruit participants before we start to take measurements from clinics where we may be able
to collect data from clinically-reported healthy individuals. While this may be another limitation, we are hoping
that by analyzing data from more individuals, the effect of a potential missed diagnosis can be minimized.)

Nevertheless, we hope that our analyses provide some insights about future research directions. For example,
the distributions of day-to-day variations in neurodegenerative-disease patients have not been reported in the
literature before. It will be interesting to see if the day-to-day variations measured from people with neurodegen-
erative diseases are generally larger than normal elderly participants. We can ask similar questions about the
correlations among the eye-movement features. For example, will the correlations between the daily median pro-
and anti-saccade latency be different between healthy participants and patients? (Notice that different from the
literature where the correlation is often calculated over the population, here we get correlation estimates for
each individual.)

Moreover, while the mixed model can be a good candidate model for healthy individuals, it can be improved to
characterize more participants and characterize data collected over a much longer period. For example, we may
include the effect of age or extend our model to a disease progression model using the ideas in [13, 45], or we
may reduce the computation complexity using the stochastic variational inference for GP [17, 36]. Notice that
unlike the work in [45] where the ground-truth measurement of the disease may be relatively clear (e.g., PFVC
for scleroderma), our ground-truth measurement is not clear. One way to evaluate how eye-movement features
are correlated with different measurements of disease states (such as cognitive scores and cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF) measurements) is to include current clinical measurements as output features in a GP model. It will then be
interesting to know how to design this multi-output GP when the linear correlation across the eye-movement
features is taken into account. So far, all these future directions focus on “characterizing” eye movement features.
Only after we understand these eye-movement features better can we start to consider a better definition of
neurocognitive states, include it in our model, and “predict” the neurocognitive state of an individual.

Last but not least, several improvements are required on the measurement system before we can analyze data
from patients. We need to re-adjust the app and task design to ensure that the measurement is user-friendly
for patients. Additionally, we need to keep the app engaging. As mentioned in [48], the disease stage affects an
individual’s willingness to participate in a study. We may need to think about how to motivate patients to take
recordings on a regular basis without making it burdensome. To achieve these goals, we should interact with
patients and iterate the app design.
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7 CONCLUSION
A recent work has enabled frequent measurements of pro/anti-saccade latency and directional error rate using
an app and measurement pipeline. In this work, we studied longitudinal characteristics of pro/anti-saccade
latencies/error rates from healthy participants collected using the framework, which was barely studied in
the literature due to the constrained environment setup. We noticed substantial inter-subject variability in
day-to-day variations and recognized potential task-performing strategies in multiple participants. From there,
we proposed a flexible GP model that can characterize individuals with more than 25 days of recordings and
learn the correlation across the features introduced by the task-performing strategies. Together with the app and
measurement pipeline, we demonstrated the potential to track eye-movement features from healthy individuals
and open up the possibility to use eye-movement features to track neurocognitive states more frequently and
widely than previously possible.
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